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Introduction 

Good Afternoon. It is an enormous pleasure to be opening this 

session on the "Subsea Offering to the Defence Sector" at the SubSea 

Conference, and I look forward to hearing the various presentations 

and getting into a conversation about the ideas and innovation that 

are out there to help us address the challenges we face. 

 

My name is RAdm Paul Halton, and I am the Director for Submarine 

Support at the Submarine Delivery Agency (SDA), which is an 

executive agency of the Ministry of Defence (MOD). 

 

We were established in April 2018 to strengthen nuclear submarine 

delivery arrangements; we are responsible for procuring, supporting 

and disposing of all Royal Navy submarines, some of the most 

complex machines invented by mankind – and we’re central to the 

UK government’s £190 billion 10-year equipment plan budget for the 

British armed forces. 

 



 

 

We work alongside the Royal Navy at Her Majesty’s Naval Bases 

(HMNB) Clyde and Devonport, and on site with our key suppliers: 

BAE Systems, Rolls-Royce and Babcock Marine. 

 

My role is focused on ensuring we maintain our in-service platforms, 

providing safe and capable submarines to the Royal Navy ready for 

operations. And that's what I'm here to talk to you about.  But I'd like 

to start with a little bit of Naval history that links to our current 

capability.  

 

210 years ago today, the second ship to bear the name HMS 

Victorious won the lineage its first battle honour defeating and 

capturing the French Rivoli, during the Battle of Pirano in the Adriatic 

Sea. 29 years ago, in 1993, the fifth vessel to bear the name was 

launched - HMS Victorious, one of our Vanguard class submarines. 

HMS Victorious has been a key part of the Continuous At Sea 

Deterrent (CASD) mission ever since, which has operated every 

minute of every day, since 1969. Ultimately, that mission is why I am 

here talking to you all today. 

 

 

 



 

 

What Does Defence Require? 

Our nuclear deterrent guards against the most extreme threats to 

the nation’s way of life, both now and in the future, providing the 

ultimate guarantee of our national security. The CASD mission 

requires a Vanguard Class submarine to be on patrol, every minute 

of every day. We also generate a number of attack submarines to be 

available for operations. That is from a fleet of 10 Nuclear 

Submarines; 4 ballistic submarines to deliver the deterrent and 6 

attack submarines. 

 

So What Is The Challenge 

A submarine is a high hazard mix of the undersea environment, 

nuclear reactors, explosives and people.  Each submarine comprises 

around 70 systems with 100k critical components. 

 

We have highly integrated equipment and technologies, with varying 

lifecycles, set in a complex nuclear infrastructure; all of which needs 

to work at the same time, every time. 

 

One of the most significant factors in delivering the UK submarine 

capability is availability. Optimising the balance between the time 



 

 

available to the operator - that is the Royal Navy - with time in 

maintenance is essential for our submarines to undertake operations 

of strategic national importance. 

 

All of which are paramount to our ongoing security in a world of 

global threats and uncertainty.  

 

And the backdrop - as 1SL said recently - the "challenge for all 

nations of running to keep up with the pace of technological change. 

Where standing still risks immediate obsolescence. Where some 

systems become rapidly redundant and new capabilities and 

opportunities emerge". 

 

It is a hugely exciting time to be in the Royal Navy but we can be in 

no doubt of the scale of the challenge. 

 

So what do we do today? 

We support the Submarine fleet at two key locations - HMNB Clyde 

and Devonport.  

 



 

 

HMNB Clyde is located North of Helensburgh on the Gare Loch; it is 

the home of the Royal Navy’s submarine fleet with Trafalgar, Astute 

and Vanguard Class submarines based there. It is the workplace for 

over 6800 people and home to many sailors serving on submarines. 

There are upwards of 24 different organisations operating at HMNB 

Clyde. 

 

HMNB Devonport, co-located with Babcock's Devonport Royal 

Dockyard, is the largest naval base in Western Europe, having 

supported the Royal Navy since 1691. The vast site covers more than 

650 acres and has 15 dry docks, four miles of waterfront, 25 tidal 

berths and five basins.  The base employs around 2,500 Service 

personnel and civilians, supports around 400 local firms and 

generates around ten per cent of Plymouth’s income. It is where we 

undertake most of our deep maintenance. 

 

We need to safely deliver available, capable and reliable in-service 

submarines and systems in order to deliver our operational 

commitments. We are responsible for maintaining and developing the 

operational platform and combat system capabilities. Through 

maintenance activities, we ensure that submarines, and the 

equipment on them, work effectively and systems are refreshed and 

upgraded as necessary. 



 

 

What are our dependencies 

Infrastructure. Infrastructure is a challenge, both what we need now 

and in the future. Working with our customers and industry partners, 

we are progressing refurbishment efforts to support today’s 

submarine operations at HMNB Clyde and targeted initiatives at 

HMNB Devonport to further enhance performance across the 

maintenance programmes. Looking further ahead, at Devonport 

construction of the facilities to defuel decommissioned attack 

submarines is continuing, and we are reviewing the infrastructure 

requirements at both Devonport and Clyde to support the delivery of 

future requirements for the Astute class. 

 

Nuclear infrastructure projects are large and complex, with bespoke 

designs. We are investing significantly in infrastructure across the 

Enterprise and continue to work closely with regulators and industry 

partners to sustain improvements. 

 

Workforce capacity and Suitably Qualified and Experienced 

Personnel (SQEP). As I said a few moments ago, Nuclear Submarines 

are inherently complex. We need the best people in their fields 

solving the challenging problems we encounter operating these 

unique platforms. 



 

 

Industrial relationships. We work in tandem with our industry 

partners: Babcock for submarine maintenance at Devonport and 

Clyde, and Rolls-Royce to support the Naval Reactor Plant (NRP) and 

associated technology. Working effectively, collaboratively and 

constructively together is vital to deliver our collective outputs. 

Through life management is very important; we must design 

submarines to be maintained, so we work with BAE Systems to 

ensure the right support and maintenance requirements and 

capabilities are considered as part of our future replacement 

submarines; Dreadnought and, subject to investment decisions, 

SSNR. 

 

How are we optimising Availability? 

We are optimising availability through a targeted programme, which 

co-ordinates and sequences existing change activity while focusing 

on a data driven approach to in-service support. The novel use of 

data in everything we do, along with ensuing equipment is as reliable 

as possible, is key. But the programme more broadly comprises work 

in 4 key areas: 

 

• Maintenance Optimisation - minimising time in maintenance. 

We need to achieve maintenance management that results in 



 

 

more certainty of assured delivery. We are using predictive 

analytics and data to drive maintenance requirements to 

maintain schedule adherence, safely. Reducing emergent work 

increases capacity at the waterfront. For example, maximising 

the use of in-water engineering will alleviate some of the 

burden of ageing infrastructure and improve demand 

management at the waterfront. Data and analysis can help us 

reduce the overall maintenance volume. 

 

• Equipment Availability - delivering equipment - that crucially is 

reliable - and reducing defect rectification. We want to improve 

reliability, rectify issues rapidly and fix underlying causes. 

Better use of data can help us proactively minimise emergent 

defects.  

 

• Waterfront Delivery - this is about delivering faster through 

increased waterfront capacity and efficiency. Logistical (both 

physical and processes), legacy and planning issues challenge us 

in this area and improving waterfront delivery is a crucial factor 

in optimising availability. 

 



 

 

• Availability Enablers - we need a sustainable, effective in-

service enterprise with the conditions required to deliver. Data 

Integration - mentioning it again because it is integral to what 

we are doing - where we can understand, analyse and use our 

information effectively, and innovatively, is vital. Predictive 

modelling can help us get ahead of issues and better predict 

what we need and when. Finally, a through life approach to 

Asset Management, including equipment, systems and 

platforms, will also underpin all our efforts. 

 

We've had successes: we have increased the amount of maintenance 

we are conducting in water, but we still have a long way to go. Using 

our existing capability, we have started to deliver in-water surveys 

using divers and Remotely Operated Vehicle’s as well as undertaking 

challenging heavy engineering activities that would normally be 

reserved for dry dock. 

 

Driving forward, our aim is to further exploit our data to mature 

these initiatives and target equipment interventions, whilst revising 

maintenance policies and delivery.  

 



 

 

Additionally, last year Defence awarded contracts under the Future 

Maritime Support Programme, improving the partnering relationship 

between industry, SDA, Defence Equipment & Support and the Royal 

Navy, while also driving optimised availability and resilience across 

the maritime enterprise alongside an improvement in value for 

money. 

 

How Can We Do More? 

Our strategy – through specific improvement projects and 

Enterprise-wide collaboration, will safely deliver capable, safe 

submarines to the Royal Navy. But our requirement is enduring, and, 

with our industry partners, we must always seek to improve the way 

we support the Submarine fleet, finding new and innovative ways to 

overcome challenges and deliver the availability that Defence and 

the UK needs. This is where I hope you all come in!  

 

In collaboration with Babcock Marine, who you will hear more from 

later in this conference session, we are launching a first of its kind 

initiative with the Global Underwater Hub to undertake 3 innovation 

calls over the next 12 months. This is a fantastic opportunity to help 

bridge the gap between defence and industry and I am incredibly 



 

 

excited about what the Subsea Sector has to offer to help us deliver 

the challenges of the UK Submarine Programme.  

 

So my challenge to you is - bring forth your ideas, your technologies, 

propose solutions, and be part of one of the UK's most important 

endeavours. 

 

I'll stop here, and I welcome your questions.  

 


